**Orchestra 2 - 2019**
Hemmle Recital Hall – 8:30am

**Dr. Blair Williams, Director**
Jaclyn Hastings, Ensemble Manager

**Allegro from Concerto for Two Trumpets**
*Antonio Vivaldi*  
(1675-1743)

**Belvedere Suite**
I. Prelude  
*Merle J. Isaac*  
(1898-1996)
II. Waltz
III. Scherzo

**Creatures**
*Brian Balmages*  
(b. 1975)

**A-Flat (as performed by Black Violin)**
Wilner Baptiste, Kevin Marcus Sylvester, and Marco Antonio Rodriguez Diaz Jr.  
arr. Larry Moore

*Fabian Saldaña and Catherine Olivier, violins*

**SECTION INSTRUCTORS:**
- Fabian Saldana, Violin I
- Catherine Olivier, Violin II
- Danica Ahedo, Viola
- Michael Way, Cello
- Jaclyn Hastings, Double Bass

**CDs for purchase and pre-ordered CDs will be mailed after camp ends.**
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### Orchestra 2 - 2019

#### Violin I
- Jackson Gaona*
- Rachel Lankford
- Teema Sharif
- Lily Wang
- Kenneth Serrano
- Blanca Martinez

#### Violin II
- Angelina Chen*
- Sara Hardin
- Alexandria Leppert
- Timothy Lopez
- Tristan Trevino
- Lucia Molina
- Matthew Garcia

#### Viola
- Ella Bruning*
- Isabella Aranda
- Isabella Cruz
- Trey Cruz
- Tristan Henninger
- Jada Wise-Padgett

#### Cello
- Ruby Barenberg*
- Jack Brock
- Nicholas Herrada
- Mackenzie Mark
- Bobby McDonald

#### Bass
- Mason Berger*
- Levi Brody
- Emily Forrest
- Hannah Stuart
- Griffin McUne
- Charles Long
- Faith Koskei
- Gia Ward
- Julie Garcia
- Cecilia Trevino

*Denotes principal player
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